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       6TH SENSE JumboFlexi French Door Bottom Freezer 
 
	

      
	  
        
           	 
				 
				  6TH Sense Freshlock 
				  Intuitively detect and automatically restore fridge compartment's temperature. 

			 
	 
				 
				  6TH Sense Freezelock 
				  Reduce freezer burn, preserve the quality, taste and flavours of frozen food. 

			 
	 
				 
				  6TH FlexiFreeze Convertible 
				  Customize temperature settings to adapt to your needs. 

			 


        

		
		
    
      

		
		
	
		
 In Stock  
	

	
					
Free Delivery 

			
					
		
			$ 2,249.00 

		  $ 2,137.00  

	


		
Pay with:
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		Get what you need now with UOB 0% instalment plan.

		You'll enjoy flexibility and greater financial control with interest-free plans, from 6, 12, 24 months.
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Introducing the first largest* capacity in 61cm depth

There is always room for more



*Size benchmark against 4-doors
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Introducing the first largest*  capacity in 61cm depth

There is always room for more



*Size benchmark against 4-doors
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Technology that drives superior performance
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	Intelligent Food Preservation









6TH Sense Jumbo Flexi large capacity offers optimized food preservation, enhanced storage management and ultimate storage flexibility to take care of your needs. Discover intelligent food preservation powered by the unique 6TH Sense technology.
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6TH SENSE FRESH LOCK


	
	Preserve food in the 
most natural way

 


	
The 6TH SENSE FreshLock intuitively detect any temperature fluctuation and automatically restores the fridge compartment to the optimal setting for preserving fresh food longer and in the most natural way.
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*Based on internal testing conducted by Whirlpool	





	
























6TH SENSE FREEZE LOCK
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	Frozen Meat Can Be As Tasty As Original



	



Within the freezer compartment, the 6TH Sense Freezelock automatically sets perfect setting to minimize temperature fluctuations.  Thanks to this feature, freezer burns are reduced to retain maximum nutrients and to preserve the quality, taste and flavours of frozen food.











After Frozen 12 Days


	








	




	
	

	

Conventional



Loss of nutrients & original taste. 
Dry and dull
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Higher amount of blood loss, loss of nutrients and original taste. Dry and dull













With 6TH Sense Freezelock



Retain maximum nutrients, taste & flavour. 
Preserve original color & quality
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Lesser amount of blood loss, maximum nutrients retained. 
Taste, color and quality are perfectly preserved








*Result based on Whirlpool internal testing comparing to selected models
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6TH SENSE FLEXIFREEZE

MADE TO FIT YOUR FREEZING NEEDS



Catering to different needs and food choices, the spacious FlexiFreeze compartment adapts to your needs, allowing you to customize temperature settings that is ideal for what you are storing.
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SOFT FREEZE



Avoid defrosting process for frozen food you will eat within a week. 
You can place food directly from the freezer to pan




	
-7°C
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MILD FREEZE



Prevent hard, frozen ice cream. 
Gives the best original taste of the dessert.


	
-12°C
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DEEP FREEZE



Preserve nutritional value of food for longer 
up to 12 months


	
-18°C


	

	

	
































JUMBO CAPACITY


	LARGEST CAPACITY, MORE ORGANIZED STORAGE


	



The 6TH Sense Jumbo Flexi boosts the largest capacity in 61cm depth to fit into every kitchen design seamlessly.
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6TH SENSE JUMBO FLEXI

Thanks to HFO Technology



Higher Temperature Consistency • Better Energy Efficiency • More Storage Capacity



Up to 20% thinner wall design, more capacity with HFO
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*Comparison against Whirlpool selected models









































Wide spacious storage solution


 take care of your needs 
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CONVENTIONAL
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6TH Sense Jumbo Flexi













































FLEXIBILITY FOR 
EVERYDAY CONVENIENCE
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Zen Inverter 
Compressor




Enjoy the calm in your kitchen with only 37.5dB noise level, quieter than a library
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Fast 
Cooling




With the quick cool function you are perfectly prepared when large quantities of food require cooling. The especially low temperature optimally conserves the quality and ingredients of your food
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Fast 
Freezing




To boost the freezing performance when the freezer is filled to the top, ensuring the ideal temperature level
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Sliding 
Trays




Special trays that slides out for better visibility and ease of access to the most frequently used frozen food
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		 Specification  	
		
		
	









	Product Type: French Door Bottom Freezer
	Net Capacity: 591L
	Fridge Capacity: 384L
	Freezer Capacity: 207L
	Compressor: Zen Inverter
	Door Color: Stainless steel
	Freezing Capacity (kg/24hr): 10
	Noise Level (dBa): 37.5dBa
	Voltage/Frequency: 220-240V 50Hz
	Product Dimension (WxHxD): 905 x 1874 x 690mm
	Net weight: 118kg


	







	 Features  	















	6TH Sense Freshlock
	6TH Sense Freezelock
	6TH Sense FlexiFreeze Convertible 
	 Electronic Touch Control Display
	 Energy Efficiency Rating
	 Mode 
	 Holiday Mode 
	 Gradual Lighting 
	 Sliding Trays 
	 No Frost
	 Anti-bacterial Filter
	 Multi Airflow
	 Fast Freezing
	 Fast Cooling


	





	



















	



  
  
    CATALOGUE

  

  
    USER MANUAL
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